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GET CONNECTED -- CHANGE THE WORLD!

STOP THE WARS - PEACE, EQUALITY & JUSTICE FOR ALL!

COVID is No Hoax
by Michael Novick, Anti-Racist Action LA
     As this issue was going to press, the US hit a record 200,000 news cases of  COVID-19, only three weeks 
after hitting 100,000 new cases a day in early November. COVID is real and deadly serious. Hospitals are 
already being stretched to the limit in many places, and the promised vaccines are still months away for all 
but a few high priority recipients.      Yet the same forces that propelled Trump 

to the highest vote total ever achieved by a 
US presidential candidate (save that of his 
rival Biden) -- anti-social individualism, 
racism, conspiracism, anti-intellectualism, 
religious fundamentalism -- are fuelling 
an anti-mask, anti-vaccine, COVID-is-
a-hoax “resistance” that has continued to 
grow since Trump urged his followers to 
“liberate” Michigan and other states that 
imposed public health restrictions. Judges 
have overturned efforts at safety mandates 
in some states, including Michigan, and 
the US Supreme Court led by new Trump 
appointee Coney Barrett ruled that religious 
freedom under the First Amendment 
trumped public health concerns, in striking 
down NY state restrictions on mass public 
worship.
     Such factors are bound to produce 
still more cases. COVID respects neither 
persons, governments nor borders, but 
the pre-existing conditions of racism, 
colonialism, oppression and exploitation 
mean that the worst impacts will continue 
to be felt by Black, Raza, and indigenous 
people and by prisoners and low-wage 
“essential” workers.
     Stay masked, keep your distance, avoid 
exposure as much as possible, get fresh 
air exercise, take Vitamin D, practice 
good hygiene, engage in mutual aid and 
solidarity, and stay informed. Accurate 
local COVID information is available here: 
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/ 
   Los Angeles, like many other areas, 
is experiencing a spike, reflecting the 
deplorable conditions of a lack of affordable 
housing, lack of proper health and safety 
precautions and inspections in workplaces, 
and the lack of adequate health  care for 
poor and working people. These continue 
to be systemic problems, magnified and 
intensified by white supremacy and racial 
oppression, that must be addressed if this 
enormous problem is to be overcome. A 
simple change in the occupant of the White 
House is far from enough, as evidenced by 
the failures of the Dems who run the city and 
county of Los Angeles.
     There has been a recent absurd tempest over 
the withdrawal of an article published by a 
student newsletter at Johns Hopkins University 
(by an economics major) that stated that COVID 
deaths had been offset by a decrease in deaths 
from heart disease or the flu, and there was no 
overall excess of deaths. There were immediate 
claims that the removal was a cover-up for 
political reasons. But in fact, almost every state 
in the US shows an increase on total weekly 
deaths for 2020 compared to 2019 of about 
20% (except NY and NJ, where total deaths 
DOUBLED for many months in 2020). You 
can see the statistics, week by week and state 
by state, here: https://data.cdc.gov/NCHS/
Weekly-Counts-of-Deaths-by-State-and-
Select-Causes/muzy-jte6/data The article was 
withdrawn because its statistical manipulations 
totally falsified the reality of 300,000+ “excess” 
deaths in the US. 
     The view that “COVID is a hoax,” and that 
the deaths of Black, Brown and Native people 
don’t count and are their own fault is the 21st 
Century version of the neo-Nazi ‘holocaust’ 
denialism, that “Hitler’s genocide of the Jews 
never happened and anyway they deserved it.” 
Only thoroughgoing anti-racist, anti-capitalist 
struggle will defeat COVID and the reality and 
mentality that feed it.

CO
2
 levels hit record high 

despite pandemic lockdowns
Scientists calculate that emissions must fall by half by 2030 to give a 
good chance of limiting global heating.
https://www.nationofchange.org/2020/11/24/co2-levels-hit-record-
high-despite-pandemic-lockdowns/
© by Marlee Kokotovic, Nov 24, 2020 - NationofChange
     While the Covid-19 pandemic led to a slight decrease in carbon 
dioxide emissions, it is not enough to make a measurable impact on 
the climate crisis we are facing. CO2 emissions hit a record high in 
2019 and have continued to climb, according to a report from the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO).
     “The lockdown-related fall in emissions is just a tiny blip on the 
long-term graph,” says WMO chief Petteri Taalas. 
     As EcoWatch reports, levels of carbon dioxide, a product of burning 
fossil fuels that contribute to global warming, peaked at 410.5 parts per 
million in 2019. The annual increase is larger than the previous year 
and surpasses the average over the last decade.
     “CO2 remains in the atmosphere for centuries,” Taalas pointed out, 
meaning that actions taken this year to curb the spread of a deadly 
infectious disease are “not a solution for climate change,” reported 
Common Dreams.  A video was also released by the WMO, along with 
their report: 
     According to The Guardian, scientists calculate that emissions must 
fall by half by 2030 to give a good chance of limiting global heating to 
1.5◦C, beyond which hundreds of millions of people will face more heat 
waves, droughts, floods, and poverty.

Native Nations Condemn US Withdrawal 
from Paris Accord, Reaff irm Commitment
     The National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) condemns 
the United States’ decision today to withdraw from the Paris Climate 
Agreement. The Paris Agreement – a global accord designed to reduce 
the risks and impacts of climate change – features roughly 200 countries 
as signatories; the United States today becomes the first country to 
formally withdraw from it. In response, NCAI, the largest and oldest 
national organization comprised of American Indian and Alaska Native 
tribal governments and their citizens, reaffirms its formal commitment 
to support the Paris Agreement.
     “While expected, today’s action by the United States represents a gut 
punch to the global effort to save our planet for future generations, and a clear 
dereliction of the federal government’s trust and treaty responsibilities to tribal 
nations to protect the ecosystems our communities and cultures depend on for 
their survival,” said NCAI President Fawn Sharp. “But tribal nations, who are 
among the world’s most effective and innovative climate actors, will not be 
deterred. As sovereign governments, we will continue to wage an unrelenting 
battle against this existential threat to humanity.”

See: “Native Nations,” p. 7 

Everybody Knows the Fight Was Fixed
© by Ed Curtin (and Leonard Cohen) [Excerpt]
http://edwardcurtin.com/everybody-knows-the-fight-was-fixed/
     At the end of Henrik Ibsen’s classic play, A Doll’s House, Nora, the 
aggrieved wife, leaves her husband’s house and all the illusions that 
sustained its marriage of lies. She chooses freedom over fantasy.  She 
will no longer be played with like a doll but will try to become a free 
woman – a singular one.  “There is another task I must undertake first. 
I must try and educate myself,” she tells her husband Torvald, a man 
completely incapable of understanding the social programming that has 
made him society’s slave.
     When Nora closes the doll’s house door behind her, the sound is like 
a hammer blow of freedom. For anyone who has seen the play, even 
when knowing the outcome in advance, that sound is profound. It keeps 
echoing. It interrogates one’s conscience.
     The echo asks: Do you live inside America’s doll house where a vast 
tapestry of lies, bad faith, and cheap grace keep you caged in comfort, 
as you repeat the habits that have been drilled into you?
     In this doll’s house of propaganda into which America has been 
converted, a great many of our basic assumptions are totally illusory.
     Americans who voted for either Trump or Biden in the 2020 election 
are like Torvald clones.  They refuse to open that door so they might 
close it behind them.  They live in the doll’s house – all 146+ million 
of them.  Like Torvald, they are comforted.  They are programmed and 

See: “Everybody Knows,” p.7

Ten Foreign Policy Fiascos 
Biden Can Fix on Day One

by Medea Benjamin and Nicolas J S Davies, CodePINK
     Here are ten things Biden can do by Executive order as soon as 
he takes office. Each one can set the stage for broader progressive 
foreign policy initiatives, which we have also outlined.
1)  End the U.S. role in the Saudi-led war on Yemen and restore 
U.S. humanitarian aid to Yemen. 
     Congress already passed a War Powers Resolution to end the U.S. 
role in the Yemen war, but Trump vetoed it, prioritizing war machine 
profits and a cozy relationship with the horrific Saudi dictatorship. 
Biden should immediately issue an executive order to end every 
aspect of the U.S. role in the war, based on the resolution that Trump 
vetoed.
     The U.S. should also accept its share of responsibility for what 
many have called the greatest humanitarian crisis in the world 
today, and provide Yemen with funding to feed its people, restore 
its healthcare system and eventually rebuild this devastated country. 
Biden should restore and expand USAID funding and recommit U.S. 
financial support to the UN, the WHO, and to World Food Program 
relief programs in Yemen.
2)  Suspend all U.S. arms sales and transfers to Saudi Arabia and 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
     Both countries are responsible for massacring civilians in Yemen, 
and the UAE is reportedly the largest arms supplier to General 
Haftar’s rebel forces in Libya. Congress passed bills to suspend arms 
sales to both of them, but Trump vetoed them too. Then he struck 
arms deals worth $24 billion with the UAE as part of an obscene 
military and commercial ménage à trois between the U.S., the UAE 
and Israel, which he absurdly tried to pass off as a peace agreement.   
     While mostly ignored at the behest of the weapons companies, there 
are actually U.S. laws that require the suspension of arms transfers to 
countries that use them to violate U.S. and international law. They 
include the Leahy Law that prohibits the U.S. from providing military 
assistance to foreign security forces that commit gross violations of 
human rights; and the Arms Export Control Act, which states that 
countries must use imported U.S. weapons only for legitimate self 
defense.
     Once these suspensions are in place, the Biden administration 
should seriously review the legality of Trump’s arms sales to both 
countries, with a view to canceling them and banning future sales. 
Biden should commit to applying these laws consistently and 
uniformly to all U.S. military aid and arms sales, without making 
exceptions for Israel, Egypt or other U.S. allies.
3)  Rejoin the Iran Nuclear Agreement (JCPOA) and lift sanctions 
on Iran.
     After reneging on the JCPOA, Trump slapped draconian sanctions 
on Iran, brought us to the brink of war by killing its top general, and is 
even trying to order up illegal, aggressive war plans in his last days as 
president. The Biden administration will face an uphill battle undoing 
this web of hostile actions and the deep mistrust they have caused, so 
Biden must act decisively to restore mutual trust: immediately rejoin 
the JCPOA, lift the sanctions, and stop blocking the $5 billion IMF 
loan that Iran desperately needs to deal with the COVID crisis.
     In the longer term, the U.S. should give up the idea of regime 
change in Iran--this is for the people of Iran to decide--and instead 
restore diplomatic relations and start working with Iran to deescalate 
other Middle East conflicts, from Lebanon to Syria to Afghanistan, 
where cooperation with Iran is essential.
4)  End U.S. threats and sanctions against officials of the 
International Criminal Court (ICC).
     Nothing so brazenly embodies the U.S. government’s enduring, 
bipartisan disdain for international law as its failure to ratify the Rome 
Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC). If President Biden 
is serious about recommitting the U.S. to the rule of law, he should 
submit the Rome Statute to the U.S. Senate for ratification to join 
120 other countries as members of the ICC. The Biden administration 
should also accept the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice 
(ICJ), which  the  U.S. government rejected after the Court convicted 

See: “Foreign Policy Fiascos,” p. 7
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Change-Links Monthly Poetry Corner

Endangering Species
© by Raymond Nat Turner

Endangering species—

First Negroz and wild Karens
in power—members of the 
Strong-
arm Williams-Thom-ass 
Clarence-led
Bassackwards Tribe; Riding 
mostly 2/4
time, bareback, backwards on 
donkeys—
Donkey dung caked on old 
soles of their
sandals and stilletos…

Endangering species—

First Negroz and wild Karens
in power—Hellfire Missiles 

from
Predator Drones slamming into
Family farms—irrigating crops
Crimson; Assassins killing and
cackling, “We came, we saw, he 
died…”

Sanction stranglers who think
Nothing of wasting a half 
million
Children; or deporting 2 million 
Mexicans, Salvadorans, 
Hondurans…

Endangering species—

First Negroz and wild Karens
in power—Rice molls: 
petroleum pirates…
Coltan kleptocrats, Blood 
Diamond Miners

Who 6 million Black Congolese 
Lives Matter
absolutely nothing to…

Endangering species—

First Negroz and wild Karens
in power— Yes-persons for the 
1%—
Corporate proteges and 
playthings,
suppressing evidence of killer 
cops’
Crimes; contortionists twisting, 
testi-lyin’
in the world court for a fading 
empire…

© 2020. Raymond Nat Turner, 
The Town Crier.. All Rights 
Reserved. Used by permission.

Oatmeal Is Still the World’s Best Performance Breakfast
https://www.outsideonline.com/2242911/oatmeal-still-worlds-best-performance-breakfast [Excerpt]
     Sure, it’s old fashioned. But it’s also nutritional rocket fuel, and athletes are making it taste great. Here’s how.     In 
a world of green juice and chia seed pudding, this age-old dish is the original, and perhaps most powerful, super-food, 
especially for athletes competing at the highest levels.
     “I’ve asked a lot of elite endurance athletes about their breakfast foods, particularly before races, and oatmeal comes 
up again and again and again,” says Matt Fitzgerald, endurance coach, nutritionist, and author of The Endurance Diet.
     You’re most likely to see oatmeal served with a ton of fixin’s, but even a bowl of plain oats holds its own as a 
nutritional panacea. Oatmeal is a whole grain (unless you buy oat bran—just part of the seed—as opposed to rolled 
oats) filled with key vitamins and minerals, a low-glycemic carb that provides lasting energy for your workout and helps 
fuel recovery without causing a sugar crash, and high in fiber to aid your digestive and metabolic systems.
     But a bowl of oats is also a big blank canvas, ready to be combined with a truckload of other high-quality, nutritious 
ingredients that make it even better training food. “That’s one of oatmeal’s great virtues. You can take it in so many 
directions,” says Fitzgerald.

Change-Links healthy eating Corner

     It’s easy to make. All you have to do is boil a ratio of 1/2 
cup rolled oats to one cup liquid—either water or a milk of 
your choice—and top it with whatever you need that day. (For 
steel-cut oats, change the ratio to 1/4 cup oats to one cup liquid.) 
Here’s how athletes do it.

Gwen Jorgensen, Triathlete
     Gwen Jorgensen is arguably the most dominant triathlete 
alive. In 2014 and 2015, she competed in 12 World Triathlon 
Series races and won every single one, becoming the back-to-
back ITU World Triathlon Series champion. As such, Jorgensen 
trains a lot—often three or four times in one day—which means 

she needs to eat just as much. “When I first started training for triathlons, 
I wasn’t eating enough, and it showed in my performance,” she said last 
year. “I started to work with a nutritionist, and we decided to start front-
loading my days. I now eat a larger breakfast and lunch.” Her breakfast 
staple: the world’s biggest bowl of oatmeal.

Big Bowl o’ Oats
4 cups water or milk
2 cups oats
4 eggs (Poach ahead of time in water with a bit of vinegar and salt.)
2 tablespoons coconut oil
Cook and top with generous servings of sliced banana, raisins, yogurt, 
berries, dried fruit, nuts, and/or peanut butter. Gwen Jorgensen

Lucy Bartholomew, Ultrarunner
     Lucy Bartholomew is a 21-year-old Melbourne-based ultrarunner who 
transitioned to an entirely plant-based diet a few years ago. “I first made 
the switch based purely on thinking it was the healthier choice. I quickly 
learned that you have to be educated about it, and that you can’t simply 
cut out a food group and hope for the pyramid to remain stable, especially 
as a female long-distance runner,” she says. Oatmeal, which Bartholomew 
enjoys before and after runs, has become one of her staple dishes, in part 
because it allows for a variety of ingredients and macronutrients—fat, carbs, 
and protein. “I always carry a bag of quick oats at airports and hotels,” she 
says. Before a run, she keeps it classic: a little maple syrup and nut butter 
stirred in right at the end, then topped with banana and cinnamon. But to 
expedite her recovery, Bartholomew has a more indulgent recipe.

Carrot Cake Recovery Oatmeal
1 cup water
1/2 cup oats
One grated carrot
1 tablespoon maple syrup
Cook and top with 1/4 cup each walnuts and chopped dates, plus a sprinkle 
of cinnamon.                                                                                             p. 2                   Lucy Bartholomew
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Change Links cannot publish without your 
support. Send events, articles or poetry 
to changelinks2@gmail.com or via http://
change-links.org/submit/ Please subscribe 
as well. Subscriptions to the print edition 
are $12/25/50 a year, low income, regular 
or sustainer (sliding scale), Payable 
to “AFGJ,” our fiscal sponsor, with 
“Change Links” in the memo. All events 
announced are encouraged to donate 
$5 (per event), payable to AFGJ, mail to 
Change Links, PO Box 34236, LA 90034. It 
helps keep this publication solvent. Thanks 
in advance.

In light of the current COVID-19 global 
pandemic, and quarantines in California, 
the Change Links calendar has also been 
affected by cancellation of events and 
closure of venues. Consequently, we will 
print fewer copies, and mail out more, until 
further notice. You’ll notice there are empty 
dates on this calendar. Most have turned to 
virtual meetings via teleconferencing, etc. 
Therefore, we strongly suggest that you 
contact any event listing of interest in this 
Calendar before you attend, as the ones 
listed herein were posted prior to actual 
circumstances reaching a heightened level 
of awareness.
Please contact the event by phone, 
email or website for updates.

COVID-19 Safety Precautions

Change Links urges all our subscribers 
and readers to administer all necessary 
precautions, to insure their safety.  You 
will find a number of related articles to 
COVID-19 in our print and electronic issue. 
We will continue to update you going 
forward.  We advise you as well to do your 
personal research for updates from all 
available sources to you. We face a difficult 
time, and wish you and yours good health 
and tranquility as we weather this together.

Peace vigils: http://change-links.org/
ongoing-peace-vigils-and-community-
programs/

Other Calendars: 
http://ocprogressiveevents.info/,
http://la.indymedia.org/calendar/, 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/
ieprogressivealliance/events/, 

http://www.activistsandiego.org/event, 
https://vcpjn.org/calendar/, https://

indivisibleventura.org/events/,
https://echoparkfilmcenter.org

On-Going & Continuing Events

1st of each month, PeoplesStrike 
actions called by a national united front 
coalition initiated by Cooperation Jackson 
in Mississippi (see Mondays for more into). 
www.cooperationjackson.org

3rd Sunday, KPFK Local Station 
Board meeting, 10:30a-2:30p. Open 
to the public with 3 opportunities for 
short public comments. Check www.
kpfk.org for other meetings, including 
LSB committees.  The meetings will 
be conducted via Zoom or a Maestro 
conference audio conference call.  
Further info announced over KPFK 
90.7 FM air waves and kpfk.org or 
kpftx.org

Sundays, RAC-LA Food Program 
(El Programa Comida) Revolutionary 
Autonomous Communities, 1-5p, SE 
corner of Wilshire Bl & Parkview St, 
LA 90057, free produce distribution. 
https://www.facebook.com/
raclosangeles/

Sundays, Serve the People LA, 
4-6p, Mariachi Plaza, 1817 E 1st St, 
LA 90033. STPLA free food & clothing 
distributions (along with books, shoes, 

etc). We also engage the community on 
happenings around the neighborhood and 
city, learn about grievances and provide 
legal services with help from the LA Ctr 
for Community Law & Action. https://
servethepeoplela.wordpress.com/

3rd Sunday, SoCal350 monthly meeting, 
3-5 p, Physical meeting cancelled, 
virtual “meeting” scheduled. http://bit.
ly/SoCal350Updates;  facebook.com/
SoCal350 Climate Action.

Mondays, PeoplesStrike organizing calls, 
9a PDT, zoom call https://peoplesstrike.org/ 
https://www.facebook.com/PeoplesStrike 
mayday2020generalstrike@gmail.com for 
details

Mondays, Support Honduran Refugees, 
6-8p, Central American Resource Center 
(CARECEN-LA), 2845 W 7th St, LA.   
Respond to Trump’s zero tolerance policies 
on Refugees and Asylum. Offices are 
closed, called for details: (213)-385-7800. 
In the San Fernando Valley: 213-385-7800 
ext. 122

Tuesdays, Join Black Lives Matter, Stop 
LAPD Spying and allies at LA Police 
Commission meeting at LAPD HQ, 
9:30a, 100 W. 1st St to speak out against 
racist police murders with impunity. Police 
Commission meetings are being held via 
Zoom call, with the option to call in by 
phone to observe and (occasionally and 
arbitrarily) to comment. In response to 
increased public scrutiny, they changed 
their rules and only allow public comments 
of 1 minute each on two specific items and 
general public comment as the first agenda 
item, so call in promptly to get on the stack.

Tuesday eves, Stop LAPD Spying 
Coalition meetings have been changed 
to teleconference. LA CAN, 838 E. 6th 
St. LA, CA 90021, is closed to the public. 
http://stoplapdspying.org - see website for 
meeting topics. https://www.facebook.com/
stoplapdspying

Tuesdays, 8:30-10p, Second Draft LA, 
open mic cold read of writing and acting 
(virtual, not at Art Share-LA, 801 E 4th Pl, 
LA 90013). https://artsharela.org (213) 687-
4278. https://zoom.us/j/9103444651 Pwd: 
artshare

Wednesdays, 6-7:30p, LA CAN Legal 
Clinic, LA CAN, 838 E. 6th St. LA, CA 
90021. Suspended until further notice. Call 
213.228.0024 for information about how to 
address needs of unhoused people during 
the COVID-19 outbreak and beyond.

3rd Wed, 7p, Community Alternatives 
to 9-1-1 training, Chuco’s Justice Center 
of Youth Justice Coalition. 7625 S. Central 
Ave, LA 90001. Check for status: 323-235-
4243 action@youth4justice.org/

Last Wed, 7p  “Socialism Now!” 
Peace & Freedom Party monthly 
meeting, 2617 S. Hauser Bl., LA, 
90016 (Steps South from Adams 
Blvd. (just east of Fairfax Ave.) www.
Peace&FreedomParty.org-LA Chapter. 
Presumably not happening in-person 
until physical distancing demands can 
be lifted.

1st Thursday, 6-8p, Justice Not Jails, 
has switched to a virtual meeting. https://
zoom.us/j/529548178 You can also call in 
by dialing: 301 715 8592 US Meeting ID: 
529 548 17. RSVP to Larry Foy at: 
Lfoy@im4humanintegrity.org.

Thursdays, 5:30-7p, Operation Ally 
Weekly Social Justice Conference Call, 
fb.com/justadvocacy
http://advocacyproject.org/ (888) 407-
4101 Join the Operation Ally weekly zoom 

conference call to gain insight into the 
issues of systemic oppression, organize 
into collaborative efforts and strategize the 
dismantling of these systems. Be a part 
of a community that supports you as we 
mobilize for change. https://www.facebook.
com/events/200763851083819/

Fridays, Interfaith Communities United 
for Justice & Peace forum, 7-9a, has 
switched to a virtual meeting on zoom or 
dial in by phone: 669-900-6833 For details 
and to prevent zoom-bombing, contact 
communications@icujp.org for an invitation 
and instructions.

Fridays, Vigil for Peace & Justice, 
5-6p, sponsored by KPFK LSB Outreach 
Committee & friends has been suspended 
until further notice.

Fridays,  Pico/LaCienga Peace Vigil, 5-6p 
since 2003 for peace and social justice. SW 
corner Pico and LaCienega, purplecir@aol.
com

Fridays, Montrose Peace Vigil, 5:30-7p, 
since 2006! NW corner of Ocean View Bl 
and Honolulu Av, Montrose, CA  91020. 
http://montrosepeacevigil.proboards.com/

Fridays, Music Center Dance series, free, 
7p, YouTube. (K-pop, line dancing, cumbia, 
etc.) and free dance lessons. https://www.
youtube.com/c/musiccenterlosangeles

1st & 3rd Fri, LA Poverty Department 
Movie Nights, 7p, Skid Row History 
Museum & Archive, 250 S. Broadway, LA 
90012. movienights@lapovertydept.org. 
213-413-1077. Suspended for the duration.

3rd Fri: Lawyers in the Library, 1-4p, 
www.lalawlibrary.org/classes, 213-785-
2516, 301 W. 1st, LA 90012. Not happening. 
All libraries in the city and county, as well as 
Santa Monica and other cities are closed.

Saturdays, Crenshaw Farmers Market, 
10a-3p, 3650 Martin Luther King Blvd. 
offers fresh produce and artisan goods. Ties 
into the mall’s health initiative promoting 
wellness in the Crenshaw community. 
This farmers’ market has re-opened!  
Contact Sustainable Economic Enterprises: 
www.seela.org for other farmer’s markets 
that are also continuing with physical 
distancing (in Echo Park, Hollywood, 
Atwater Village and on Central Avenue in 
South LA).

Every 1st and 3rd Sat: End 
Homelessness Now-LA, 2-4pm, a 
grassroots campaign to pressure LA city 
and county officials to use vacant public 
properties for large, permanent, supportive 
public housing to end the homelessness 
catastrophe. Call or email for information 
on how or whether meetings will continue.. 
323-723-6416 endhomelessnessnowla@
gmail.com https://www.facebook.com/
endhomelessnessnowla/
Every 2nd & 4th Sat, SOLA Food Co-
Op www.solafoodcoop.com/ Baldwin Hills 
Farmers Market has re-opened.. SOLA Co-
Op has been taking orders for pick-up of 
various CSA boxes..

2nd and 4th Sat, Chuco’s Justice 
Center legal clinic: 10a-12n, 7625 S 
Central Ave LA 90001, 323-235-4243. 
Prepare for Court - Build a Participatory 
Defense Strategy, Petition to Have Your 
Name Removed from a Gang Database 
or Gang Injunction, Expunge Your Criminal 
or Juvenile Record Prepare for the Parole 
Board / Commutations and Pardons / 
Get Prop 47 Relief Immigration Law / 
Deportation Defense. Contact to find out 
how information is being made available:  
info@youth4justice.org 323-235-4243 
http://www.youth4justice.org/  

Every Sat, JVP - CodePINK Vigil for 

Palestine & Migrant Rights, 2-4p, 3rd St. 
Promenade at Arizona Ave., Santa Monica 
suspended until further notice.

Last Saturday, Move to Amend Local 
Meeting, 1-3p, Holy Grounds Coffee & 
Tea, 5371 Alhambra Ave, LA 90032, 323-
255-1279. Call to check, venue probably 
closed.

AWARE-LA White anti-racist Saturday 
dialogues, https://www.awarela.org/
saturday-dialogue Saturday Dialogue is 
a gathering for white anti-racists who want 
to discuss issues of identity, community, 
privilege and racism in our lives with the 
intention to strengthen our practice as 
anti-racists in alliances, relationships, and 
interactions with people of color.
     Regular, recurring dialogues throughout 
the year focus on the intersections of 
multiple identities, including Race and 
Class, Sexuality and Race, and Gender 
and Race. Other workshops focus on 
relationships, Radical White Identity and 
Community, and issues such as police and 
the prison industrial complex, immigration, 
and gentrification.
     We currently have four monthly Saturday 
Dialogues, which used to meet in various 
places throughout LA County, and are 
temporarily meeting online through Zoom. 
We also have one monthly “Online Sunday 
Dialogue” which was originally made 
available for folks who cannot make it 
to meetings in LA, or on Saturdays. Sign 
up here https://actionnetwork.org/forms/
aware-la-email-list/ to receive reminder 
emails about Saturday Dialogues. We 
strongly encourage you to attend a 
Saturday Dialogue Orientation before 
attending a Saturday Dialogue. See below 
for more info.
     You must register for each space each 
time you want to attend, as all of the zoom 
links are personalized and different for 
each person/gathering.
Every 1st Saturday (Westside SD), 1:00pm 
- 3:15pm 
Every 2nd Saturday (Encino SD) , 10:30am 
- 12:30pm
Every 3rd Saturday (Eastside SD), 1- 3p
Every 3rd Sunday (Always Online), 3:00pm 
- 5:00pm
Every 4th Saturday (Pomona Valley SD), 
11:00am - 1:00pm
Contact: awarela@gmail.com
SATURDAY DIALOGUE ORIENTATION: 
2nd & 4th Wednesdays, 6-7p 
via: Zoom, register here: https://
us02web.zoom.us/meet ing/register/
vrDoqHdV0AWp0NwBrlcpXsIcUerEx. 
We strongly encourage you to attend a 
Saturday Dialogue Orientation before you 
attend a Saturday Dialogue. Please join 
us! In this orientation, we’ll talk about the 
purpose of Saturday Dialogues and why 
AWARE-LA organizes as a white anti-racist 
community. We’ll go over what a typical 
Saturday Dialogue agenda looks like. 
We’ll also tell you about the organizational 
structure of AWARE-LA, and then close 
out our time together with an opportunity 
for newcomers to ask questions of our 
facilitation team.
Accessibility: We can provide ASL 
interpreters and closed captioning upon 
request. To ensure availability, please 
make your request at least 72 hours prior 
to the event you wish to attend. Contact: 
awarela@gmail.com with questions

All Laughtears.com events are on-line, 
until further notice. We’ll be meeting in 
the clouds a la Richard Brautigan, who 
said, “Everyone has a place in history. Mine 
is clouds.” Feel safe! Call Gerry Fialka for 
weekly zoom & video chat sessions 310-
306-7330, email: pfsuzy@aol.com.

BLM-LA protest, Sherman Oaks Galleria, 
12 noon-8p everyday. 
https://thevalleyofchange.org
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TUE - DEC 1

Peoples Strike monthly actions, 
#NoRent, #NoDebt

WED - 2
THU - 3

WHAT ARE TODAY’S L.A. WOMEN 
FIGHTING FOR? 6p via zoom, Zocalo 
Public Square • Arizona State University 
• Smithsonian: 3rd and final segment in 
the When Women Vote: A Zócalo/Natural 
History Museum Event Series. Women 
have made LA one of the nation’s most 
progressive cities, fighting for their own 
rights as well as those of children, laborers, 
immigrants, and other underrepresented 
groups since well before they gained the 
right to vote over 100 years ago. The city, 
which has the lowest gender pay gap of 
any US metropolis, has been a leader in 
creating policies designed to create wealth 
for working-class women in particular. But 
women in LA—particularly lower-income 
and Black and brown women—still face 
a number of challenges, including health 
disparities, housing struggles, and human 
trafficking. What battles are the women of 
LA fighting today, and what are the plans 
to win them? CA State Sen. Maria Elena 
Durazo, artist and Social and Public Art 
Resource Center co-founder Judy Baca, 
Social Venture Partners LA executive 
director Christine Margiotta, and civil rights 
activist and lawyer Connie Rice, visit Zócalo 
to discuss what all the women of LA need 
to truly thrive. (Note: despite an illustration 
with a young Black woman in the streets 
taken by a young Latina photographer, they 
don’t seem to have invited “today’s” low 
income young Black and Brown women to 
speak for themselves.)

FRI - 4

The Writers Studio Reading Series 
Presents: EVERY SHUT EYE AIN’T 
ASLEEP Paying tribute to the landmark 
anthology of African-American poets, 4p 
PST, Free and Open to All Join with Zoom 
Webinar. Registration Required: https://
us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_
Ipwst5-mSOSoRXcmpcSJzw

Clockwise, from top left to bottom left: Cornelius Eady (Chip 
Cooper), Elizabeth Alexander (Djeneba Aduayom), Rachel M. 
Harper, Anthony Walton, Aja Monet (Hadas), Richard Hamilton

In honor of Black Lives Matter, The Writers 
Studio pays tribute to Every Shut Eye 
Ain’t Asleep, An Anthology of Poetry by 
African Americans Since 1945, edited by 
Michael S. Harper and Anthony Walton. 
Join a star-studded lineup of poets and 
writers reading from the anthology, as 
well as from their current work. Readings 
by Elizabeth Alexander, Cornelius Eady, 
Richard Hamilton, Rachel M. Harper, aja 
monet, Anthony Walton, with Philip Schultz, 
Writers Studio Founder & Director
Elizabeth Alexander – poet, educator, 
memoirist, scholar, and cultural advocate 
– is president of The Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation. Alexander composed and 

Georgia US Senate Run-Off Election
In just a few short weeks, Georgia voters will decide which party controls the U.S. Senate. In 

January 5’s runoff elections, Democrats Jon Ossoff and Rev. Raphael Warnock will face Republican 
incumbent Sens. David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler.  There is also a run-off for public service 

commissioner, who controls utilities. There are still a few days left to register to vote for people 
purged from the rolls in previous voter suppression efforts and for new voters, and after that to 

request a mail-in ballot for the Jan 5 election. You can donate to the non-partisan NAACP Legal 
Defense Fund voter rights project to register voters here:  https://voting.naacpldf.org/

Daily Kos reports: Our friends at Fair Fight, a voting rights organization founded by Stacey 
Abrams, are organizing a weekend of action on December 5 and 6 to make sure Georgians 

have all the information they need about the runoff election, including making a plan to vote.
  

Please sign up for a weekend of action phonebank with Fair Fight. Making calls for a few hours 
can make a big difference for voters who need information about the election.

If you haven’t made calls with Fair Fight for the Georgia runoff, they require you to attend a 
one-hour training before your shift. Sign up for a training: https://www.mobilize.us/dailykos_2/

event/363590/ 
Sign up to make calls now! https://www.mobilize.us/dailykos_2/event/363686/ 

delivered “Praise Song for the Day” for the 
inauguration of President Barack Obama 
in 2009, and is author or co-author of 14 
books.

Cornelius Eady’s seven poetry collections 
include  The Gathering of My Name, 
nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. He is co-
founder of the Cave Canem Foundation 
and a prof of English at SUNY Stony Brook.

Richard Hamilton’s first collection of poems 
published by ReCenter Press due out 
Spring 2021 examines how race, class, 
and gender inform daily life. Black, queer, 
and gender non-conforming, Richard is 
interested in intersections and shared 
struggle among a motley crew grappling 
with precarity and survival.

Rachel M. Harper is the author of three 
novels. Her short fiction has been nominated 
for a Pushcart Prize and her poems and 
essays have appeared in numerous journals 
and anthologies including, Chicago Review, 
African American Review,and Black Cool: 
One Thousand Streams of Blackness.

aja monet is a surrealist blues poet, 
storyteller, and organizer born and raised 
in Brooklyn, NY. She won the legendary 
Nuyorican Poets Cafe Grand Slam poetry 

award title in 2007 
and follows in the long 
legacy and tradition 
of poets participating 
and assembling in 
social movements.

Philip Schultz, 
founder and director 
of the Writers Studio, 
entering its 33rd year, 
has written several 
poetry collections, 
the latest being 
Luxury in 2018. His 
collection, Failure, 
won a Pulitzer Prize 
in 2008.

Anthony Walton is the 
author of Mississippi: 
An American 
Journey, and editor, 
with Michael Harper, 
of Every Shut-Eye 
Ain’t Asleep and 
The Vintage Book of 

African American Poetry. He’s the recipient 
of a Whiting Award, among other prizes. 
www.writerstudio.com

SAT - 5

AWARE LA Saturday dialogue - see 
Ongoing Events

Pacifica Fight Back 3rd Virtual National 
Town Hall, 3p Pacific, Anticipated length 
3 hrs, via  Zoom: https://us02web.
zoom.us/j/83123100714 Meeting ID: 
831 2310 0714 This one is looking at 
white people’s stake in confronting 
the crisis of racism, the importance 
of Pacifica taking a clear, conscious 

and committed anti-racist stance, and 
the relationship of those key areas to 
overcoming Pacifica’s weaknesses and 
financial challenges, and to turning back 
threats to democracy at Pacifica. 
One tap 
mobile+13462487799,,83123100714#  
(Houston) +12532158782,,83123100714#  
(Tacoma) Dial by your location +1 346 248 
7799 (Houston) +1 253 215 8782 (Tacoma) 
+1 669 900 9128 (San Jose)  +1 301 715 
8592 (Washington D.C)   +1 312 626 6799 
(Chicago)  +1 646 558 8656 (New York)
Meeting ID: 831 2310 0714  Members of 
SURJ (Showing Up for Racial Justice) 
will be in conversation with WBAI/WPFW 
Producer Mimi Rosenberg (“Building 
Bridges” and “Equal Rights & Justice)” and 
KPFK Local Station Board member Michael 
Novick, author “White Lies, White Power: 
The Fight Against White Supremacy and 
Reactionary Violence”. We will also re-
engage with our Bylaws education project 
intended to share information, correct 
falsehoods, and build toward bylaws 
improvements that strengthen our network 
and maintain grassroots democracy.

SUN - 6

Committee for Racial Justice Book 
Discussion, 6:30-8p via Zoom (CRJ 
Santa Monica) https://us02web.zoom.
us/j/82647037502. A Courageous 
Conversation about White Fragility, based 
on the book by Robin D’Angelo. Facilitated 
by Janet Gollery McKeithen.You are 
welcome to this discussion, whether or 
not you’ve read the book. This discussion 
is open to all people, white and non-white 
alike.

MON - 7
TUE - 8

What Do Angelenos Think of the LAPD? 
12n-1:30p, via zoom. Join the Policing 
Los Angeles Forum at LMU Loyola Law 
School for the release of the findings of 
a police and community relations survey 
conducted by LMU’s Center for the Study 
of Los Angeles (StudyLA) during Fall 2020. 
Rescheduled from Nov. 17. StudyLA is 
one of the top undergraduate research 
centers in the nation, conducting research 
through its Public Opinion and LA Leaders 
Surveys. Policing in LA is a comprehensive 
and thorough examination of Angelenos 
attitudes and opinions on the LAPD, 

querying Angelenos at a critical time in 
the regional and national dialogue on 
police reform. The results of the study are 
important in identifying how and where 
policing impacts Angelenos, and what more 
needs to be done to address their concerns. 

Panelists: Brianne Gilbert, Assoc Dir, 
Center for the Study of LA; Fernando J. 
Guerra, Director, Center for the Study of 
LA, Prof, Chicana/o and Latina/o Studies 
and Political Science
Moderators: Sean Kennedy Kaplan & 
Feldman Executive Director, Center for 
Juvenile Law & Policy, LMU Loyola Law 
School; Eric Miller, Policing LA Forum Co-
Founder, Leo J. O’Brien Fellow, Loyola Law 
School

WED - 9
THU - 10

The Unprecedented 2020 Election and 
the Future of Voting and Democracy in 
America, Beverly Hills Bar Association. 
$25, 12:30-1:30p. Register on Zoom https://
www.tfaforms.com/forms/view/4853685/
      In the midst of a deadly pandemic, the 
most presidential election votes were cast 
in US history. Before and after Election 
Day, the Trump campaign filed more than 
20 lawsuits in state and federal court to 
change and block election rules, stop the 
counting, and challenge the results. Where 
do the challenges stand? Are reforms 
to how we vote in the works? How will 
mail-in voting and early in-person voting 
affect future elections? What’s in store for 
the Electoral College? What role should 
lawyers, law students, bar associations, 
and law schools play in protecting the right 
to vote and ensuring all votes are counted?
Panel: Erwin Chemerinsky, Dean and Jesse 
H. Choper Distinguished Professor of Law, 
University of California, Berkeley School 
of Law; Richard L. Hasen, CNN Election 
Law Analyst & Chancellor’s Professor of 
Law and Political Science, University of 
California, Irvine School of Law; moderated 
by Stephen Rohde, former President of 
the BHBA, a specialist in constitutional 
law, and author of American Words of 
Freedom. This program is FREE for BHBA 
Members and $25 for Non Members. 
BHBA Membership is FREE for Students & 
Attorneys in Practice Under 3 Years. Use 
the code MBRFREE during checkout to 
activate your FREE Sustainer membership.

Jewish “Festival of Lights”, AKA 
Chanukah/Hanukkah, begins at sunset. 
Minor Jewish holiday of 8 days’ duration, 
marked with candle-lighting each evening 
in a candelabra or “menorah”, with one 
candle used for lighting first one candle the 
first night, two the second, until 8  candles 
are lit on the final night. (Note: The Indian 
festival of lights, Diwali, took place this 
year on the 5 days around Nov. 20, and 
usually occurs between late October and 
mid to late November. See also Kwanzaa, 
Dec. 26.)

FRI - 11
The Robey Theatre Company 
Virtual Kwanzaa Celebration, 6p. 
Kwanzaa is coming, and The Robey 
Theatre Company will have a virtual 
celebration (online) of the joyful 
holiday 6p. Festivities include musical 
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performances by some of your favorite 
Robey artists including Cydney Wayne 
Davis, Julio Hanson, Marva Smith, plus the 
Hearts On Fire Choir, and young artists of 
The Amazing Grace Conservatory. There 
will also be comedy performances by Vanja 
Renee and Stevie Mack. This event will 
be presented on Zoom. Festivities include 
musical performances by some of your 
favorite Robey artists including Cydney 
Wayne Davis, Julio Hanson, Marva Smith, 
plus the Hearts On Fire Choir, and young 
artists of The Amazing Grace Conservatory. 
There will also be comedy performances 
by Vanja Renee, Jason Mimms and Stevie 
Mack. The Virtual Kwanzaa Celebration 
will be available on The Robey’s YouTube 
Channel starting Fri, Dec 18. This event is 
free to the public however a donation of $10 
to support The Robey Theatre Company 
programs, is appreciated. Registration 
required for zoom presentation: 
https://therobeytheatrecompany.

SAT - 12
SUN - 13

The Body Knows: The Trauma of 
Whiteness for People Racialized 
as White, Online Event, 11a –3p. 
The Intersection- Entertainment for 
the Benefit of Mankind. Tickets: www.
intersectionformankind.com/remember-
institute-courses/cdc/thebodyknows
This workshop will guide and support 
people racialized as white in confronting 
and reflecting upon how whiteness, its 
messaging and dominating narratives, 
and the traumas it has caused lives in 
their bodies and informs their point of 
view. Using embodied, contemplative, 
and reflective practices, participants will 
journey into the intergenerational stories 
they hold and that keep hold of them in 
the interlocking matrix of domination and 
structural violence of settler-colonialism, 
imperialism, white supremacy, capitalism, 
and cisheteropatriarchy. The embodied 
mind--mind-body-spirit--will be the primary 
means of learning and communicating 
during the workshop. https://www.facebook.
com/events/756623358265098/ 
http://intersectionformankind.com/

MON - 14
TUE - 15
WED - 16

Ticket To Work Open House-Jobs 
For Disabled LA Residents, America 
Works of LA, Inc. 510 W. 6th St, Suite 
326, LA 90014, http://americaworks.com/
california/ (424) 270-9640. 9a–12n. Are 
You Between 18-64? Receiving SSI OR 
SSDI Benefits? Looking For A Job? If So, 
we may Be Able To Help You! Services We 
Offer: 1. Developing of An Individual Work 
Plan 2. Resume Writing Services 3. Mock 
Interviewing 4. Employment Placement 
Services 5. Transportation Assistance 6. 
Long Term Career Retention Services 
CALL US TODAY AT 855-268-1935

THU - 17

FRI - 18

The Robey Theatre Company Virtual 
Kwanzaa Celebration, on YouTube. See 
Dec 11 for details

SAT - 19

ATTENTION KPFK COMMUNITY- WE 
WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! Seriously – 
what do you think, what do you like, what do 
you want ?  Email us at: kpfkoutreach907@
gmail.com   If you want to chat, send us 
your phone # and we’ll call you back! 
KPFK 90.7 FM Community Radio - LSB 
Outreach Committee; KPFK Listeners – 
This is an invitation to connect with your 
Non-Commercial Listener Supported 
Radio Station.  We’re planning a combo 
Town Hall / Christmas Party for mid – 
December ( Dec 19 ) and we want you 
to come !!   The virtual platform through 
a Conference Call & Video.  We seek the 
widest possible participation from our 
listening signal area and beyond… This 
TOWN HALL  is so we can hear what 
YOU think.  At this time, the platform for 
connecting has not yet been decided.  
Email us for info at: 
kpfk907outreach@gmail.com or 

check our https://www.facebook.com/
kpfkoutreach/  Thank you for your interest, 
participation and support of Pacifica-KPFK 
90.7 FM.  Our Facebook site has info on 
how to subscribe with an annual donation 
of $25. Membership qualifies you to vote 
in Local Station Board Elections and 
other benefits.  You can join the Outreach 
Committee monthly meetings on the last 
Sunday of the month, 11:30 AM. Dial in: 
(319) 527-2778
Access Code: 839176#Dial in: (319) 527-
2778

SUN - 20

KPFK Local Station Board meeting by 
Zoom or Maestro teleconference, 10:30a. 
There are 30 minutes of public comment 
mandated. Listen on a livestream on kpftx.
org, then call in when cued to comment. 
Election of officers for the coming year 
normally takes place at the December 
meeting. A replacement director to the 
Pacifica National Board will also be elected 
to serve for a month; regular PNB director 
elections for a full year term (3 listeners and 
1 staff member) should take place in Jan. 
The meeting contact credentials are posted 
at least 3 days prior to meeting, and the 
Agenda as well at www.KPFTX.ORG, click 
on “monthly calendar”.

MON - 21

Winter Solstice in the northern 
hemisphere, shortest day of the year 
and the first day of winter; days then 
begin to lengthen in the north. (In the 
southern hemisphere, including parts of 
South America, Africa, India, Australia and 
Oceania, it is the longest day of the year 
and the beginning of summer). Viewed 
from Earth, Saturn and Neptune appear to 
converge as a double planet (for the first 
time in 800 years).

TUE - 22
 
WED - 23

Weekly Pop Up Healthy Food Pantry in 
Leimert, 4317 Degnan Blvd, LA 90008, 
12:30–1:30p. Let’s Be Whole Pop Up Food 
Pantry in association with Sole Folks, Black 
Owned & Operated, Hood Gardens and more. 
Shout out to Whole Foods, Food Forward, and 
others for supporting our food ministry. 
h t t p s : / / w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m /
events/2620960748127675/

THU - 24
 

FRI - 25

Christian holiday of Christmas, often 
marked with festivities beginning the night 
before, Christmas Eve, and extending for 12 
nights, with gift-giving

SAT - 26

African-American holiday of Kwanzaa, 
through January 1, celebrated with lighting 
candles in a candelabra or “kinara”; 
each day devoted to particular values 
or principles, such as Umoja (unity) and 
Kujichagulia (self-determination).

SUN - 27
 

MON - 28

Learn How To Lobby 101 Online 
Event, 6–7:30p, Hosted by Wall of Moms 
International, Free via Eventbrite. Are 
you interested in learning how to speak 
with state legislators and gain confidence 
to advocate at the Capitol for issues you 
care about? https://www.facebook.com/
events/697981574433505/ 

Weekly on Mondays, continues in 
January. Register via facebook link for 
tickets.

TUE - 29

WED - 30
THU - 31

New Year’s Eve: Traditional 
gatherings to “ring in the new 
year,” such as in New York’s Times 
Square, or Grand Park in downtown 
LA, are likely to be eliminated this 
year due to concerns over the 
spread of COVID by such massive 
gatherings, even outdoors.

How to Manage Self-Care During COVID-19
by Stephanie Haywood

     Lately, you may have heard a reference or two to Maslov’s 
Hierarchy of Needs. It’s a simple but powerful psychological idea - 
before we can focus on creativity, actualization, or even joy, we must 
focus on survival. Right now, the whole world is stuck at the bottom 
of this hierarchy: We are all in survival mode. To put it lightly, this 
isn’t great for us. However, you can make life easier by recognizing 
this and addressing your survival needs head on. Now is the time 
to dive into the absolute basics of self-care. Healthy food, regular 
exercise, and quality sleep will satisfy your mind’s need for safety 
and routine. Here are some tips for keeping yourself healthy, as well 
as a few tools for managing difficult emotions right now:

Eat Right 
It’s tempting to turn to junk food right now, but try to 
keep your diet varied and healthy:

•	 A good diet can lower your risk of diabetes, 
heart disease, and more. 

•	 You can also improve mental health by 
getting all your necessary nutrients. https://
foodiestoday.com/24-foods-scientifically-
proven-to-help-ease-depression-and-ideas-for-
preparing-them/

•	 Consider trying some make-ahead freezer meals 
you can eat all week.

•	 Maximize your weight-loss efforts with a 
targeted supplement. 

•	 Try some healthy snack swaps to satisfy your 
cravings and your nutritional needs. https://
www.womansday.com/health-fitness/nutrition/
a33/50-healthy-food-swaps/

•	 Have groceries or meal kits delivered to reduce 
your risk of catching COVID-19. 

Move More
Regular exercise keeps your body working at its 

best: 

•	 A morning yoga routine can wake your body 
up. 

•	 Running, walking, or biking through your 
neighborhood is a safe form of cardio. 

•	 Bodyweight strength routines are great if you 

don’t have any equipment at home. https://
www.nerdfitness.com/blog/beginner-body-
weight-workout-burn-fat-build-muscle/

Sleep Well 
A good night’s sleep is an absolute must right 

now: 

•	 Poor sleep lowers immune function and makes 
you more stressed out. 

•	 Focus on getting at least eight hours of sleep a 
night. 

•	 Create a bedtime routine and use good sleep 
hygiene to get quality rest. https://www.
sleepfoundation.org/articles/sleep-hygiene

Be Kind to Yourself 
Once you’ve addressed your primal survival 

needs, you can turn towards nurturing your 
soul: 

•	 A gratitude journal trains your mind to see the 
positives. 

•	 Daily mindfulness practice reduces the 
intensity of depression and anxiety. https://
www.mindful.org/meditation/mindfulness-
getting-started/

•	 If you can’t manage on your own, look into 
teletherapy sessions. https://claritychi.com/
what-to-expect-from-teletherapy/

Above all, try not to hold yourself to impossible 
standards. This is probably not going to be the 
time you achieve inner peace or write the next 
great American novel, and that’s okay. Right 
now, we’re all just doing our best, even when 
our best isn’t flashy or exciting. Getting to the 
end of the day feeling mostly okay is pretty 
phenomenal. Cut yourself a break and focus on 
the things that give you a sense of security and 
stability in an unstable world. 
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L.A. County Moves a Step Forward in a 
New Approach to Juvenile Justice

© by Jeremy Loudenback
https://imprintnews.org/justice/juvenile-justice-2/l-a-county-moves-a-
step-forward-to-a-new-approach-to-juvenile-justice/49716 [Excerpt]
     Supporting radical changes to its juvenile justice system, the Board of 
Supervisors in Nov. endorsed a sweeping plan that would move 100s of young 
people out of juvenile halls and detention camps run by the Probation Department.
      Under the plan, a new county department would be charged with providing 
therapeutic care to youthful offenders in their communities and in facilities that 
would be called “safe and secure healing centers.”

     “Our current system is actually harming young people without any demonstrated 
benefits to their overall well-being or our community goal of public safety,” said 
Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, in support of the plan at the virtual public meeting.
     Kuehl said pervasive racial disparities in LA County and the damaging impact 
of incarceration on young people moved her to vote for a complete transformation 
of the youth justice system — not merely incremental change.
     Kuehl’s views met unanimous approval from fellow supervisors, [whose] 
sweeping reforms are sure to be watched by a nation reeling from national protests 
over abusive law enforcement practices and mass incarceration.

How Los Angeles Keeps the Poor, Poor
by Gayle Fleury 
https://citywatchla.com/index.php/cw/los-angeles/20715-how-los-
angeles-keeps-the-poor-poor
     Of the 15 Council Districts in the city of Los Angeles, there are a few that house the 
most homeless and have the poorest people. Those are Districts 3, 4, and 15, seeing a 
jump of from 45-53% in homelessness, while other Districts had an increase of 10-30%
     I live in CD 15, Joe Buscaino’s district. The Harbor and the Port are located here, 
one of the three big moneymakers for the City of LA. The harbor area communities, 
however, do not get much benefit from Port income- it does not come back into San Pedro 
and Wilmington, Harbor City or Harbor Gateway. Watts, bless its heart, is the outlier 
of the District, and also gets short shrift from the City. They currently are wanting to 
either be attached to a different District or secede altogether from Los Angeles. We are, 
collectively, what is called, a “donor city”. We pay for services that are given to other, 
more affluent areas of LA.
     San Pedro and Wilmington have a large population of immigrant people who speak 
little or no English, and have low-paying, entry level jobs- if they are employed at all. 
These community members are afraid to stand up for themselves for fear of deportation or 
some type of retribution. Housing is ridiculously expensive forcing many people to live 
crowded into small apartments in the “projects”.
      Currently, when one exits the Vincent Thomas Bridge onto Harbor Blvd, one is greeted 
by a large tented homeless shelter. The City is purchasing the building directly across 
the street from the shelter to build more homeless housing. These homeless shelters are 
literally next door to Rancho San Pedro- low income housing built in the WW2 era.
     Next to that is a hotel, now being used for Project Turnkey- more homeless housing. 
And a block or so away from that is the former mental health facility which has been 
turned into yet more homeless housing. Directly across the street, headed towards the 
historic Post Office is where the tents begin. Tents and trash and excrement and rotting 
food and junkies with weapons, mixed with early release prisoners with nowhere to go, 
and mentally ill trying to cope by drugging themselves into oblivion.
     Well over a mile of tents and homeless shelters and projects leading tourists to  what 
was once Ports O’ Call, a quaint little waterfront village of shops and restaurants, torn 
down and under construction in its latest iteration of an unappealing public market that 
has a name change every other week it seems. The most recent renderings show the 
once picturesque area being replaced by shipping containers converted into restaurants 
in Phase One.
     The once well-funded project has had its budget slashed and cheap structures are 
planned for creating a “tourist attraction”. Envision a tourist coming into San Pedro 
for a day. Maybe they plan to see the USS IOWA, which is slated to be moved further 
down the harbor, closer to the SS Lane Victory. What are they seeing on their way into 

town? They go down Harbor Blvd, past 
homeless shelters, “projects” (low income 
housing that has seen better days), and 
tents with trash surrounding them to get 
to their destination. Upon arriving, they 
eat in a restaurant which was once a large 
container. It may be novel once, but most 
people are not going to make a return trip.
     What could possibly entice tourists, especially 
those on a cruise ship, to come into a town 
with lots of closed stores,  drug paraphernalia 
littering the streets, and a rising crime rate? The 
cruise ships do not want their passengers going 
into San Pedro because it is too dangerous, and 
they are liable. Our fragile little local economy 
is so thin as to be almost non-existent.
     San Pedro also has over 95 sober living 
facilities. (Palos Verdes has none, Torrance 
has 10.) Some are larger, and some are 6-packs 
(6 or fewer paying guests) with many out 
of compliance, and rarely monitored by the 
oversight agencies that inspect and check 
for compliance. In many of these places, 
“guests” roam the streets, out of their heads, 
many drugged out, sometimes taking off their 
clothes and walking naked. One place that finds 
placement and housing for homeless is Harbor 
Interfaith Services. They have the Herculean 
job of finding a place for the homeless of 
OTHER beach cities and, are paid to take 
them out of those more affluent communities, 
and house them in places like San Pedro and 
Wilmington. We take on the burden of 
other communities, adding more people 
with no income to patronize businesses 
here. And did I mention the over 500 low-
income units also scheduled to be built in 
downtown San Pedro? And nearly as many 
being constructed in Wilmington.
     The City Council, with no conscience, 
continues to pile more homeless into a small 

community at the end of the freeway, out 
of sight of most of LA. They do it because, 
once elected, stakeholders have no say or 
control over what council-members do IN 
THEIR NAME.
     Looking at the current worth of council-
members, many began their tenure with 
humble bank balances. Most are now worth 
many millions of dollars- “pay to play”- at 
taxpayers expense.
    If you watch Council meetings, most 
voting is “bloc” style- amazingly, everyone 
votes the same, and have their minds 
made up before the public makes their 
“comments.” We, the stakeholders of San 
Pedro/Wilmington, are being screwed by 
the City Council, who, it appears, is not 
accountable to anyone but themselves. 
We have no say in how they vote, and 
frequently, have little access to what 
is being voted on unless a very sharp 
researcher, with lots of time to dig, makes 
public what is about to happen.
     We were not able to vote on ANY of the 
homeless construction happening. Even 
with very vocal public outcry, we were 
ignored. There seems to be some level 
of pride in the council that they are able 
to ram projects through without having 
to ask for public input. And told we were 
heartless. I wonder how heartless the 
people of Redondo Beach, Beverly Hills, 
and other more affluent areas are? Or does 
their money just talk louder than the poor 
in a world port that is not world class for 
the people surrounding it?
(Gayle Fleury lives in LA Council District 15.)
Ed. note: Don’t fall into the trap of “Not 
in My Back Yard”, or blaming the victims.

Amazon is censoring ‘Capitalism on a Ventilator’
https://bds-la.org/2020/11/11/amazon-refuses-to-sell-book-on-covid-capitalism-
connection/
     ‘Capitalism on a Ventilator: The Impact of Covid-19 in China & the U.S.’ is a new anthology 
comparing the effective Chinese response to COVID-19 with the disastrous response in the U.S. It 
pushes back against the racist anti-China campaign in U.S. media. Amazon is currently censoring 
the distribution of this book. We need your support to distribute the book and fight back against 
censorship!
     Due to the growing hostility of the U.S. establishment toward China and the accompanying 
surge in anti-Asian racism, it was an enormous challenge to find printing and distribution for this 
anthology, which includes many published authors including Ajamu Baraka, Monica Moorehead, 
Mumia Abu Jamal, Margaret Kimberley, Vijay Prishad, Lee Siu Hin, Sara Flounders, Carlos 
Martinez,  Kevin Zeese, Deirdre Griswold, Max Blumenthal and more.
     The effort to place this challenging book on a large corporate website turned into a several 
month struggle with the world’s largest online bookseller – Amazon. Amazon Books claims ease of 
placement, best order fulfillment and lack of censorship, but failed to deliver.
     Amazon’s block of this book is a clear example of U.S. corporate censorship. We were notified: 
“Due to the rapidly changing nature of information around coronavirus, we are referring customers 
to official sources for advice about the prevention or treatment of the virus. Amazon reserves the 
right to determine what content we offer according to our content guidelines. Your book does not 
comply with our guidelines. As a result, we are not offering your book for sale.”
     The book’s table of contents and list of authors, along with four chapters, is available at https://
wp.me/p4Yme1-404.
     Readers are urged to break the ban on 
“Capitalism on a Ventilator” by sharing the link 
and your short reviews widely on social media. 
Maintain pressure against Amazon banning 
books with a left perspective by tweeting the 
Washington Post @JeffBezos.
     Although Amazon claims it publishes only 
“official sources for advice” on the COVID-19 
virus, Amazon has allowed books promoting 
wild conspiracy theories that the virus is 
exaggerated, a hoax or human-made and 
masks and quarantines are useless. During the 
pandemic Amazon has also listed products that 
are dangerous quack “cures” for COVID-19.
     Hostility to China as national policy impacts 
every area of discussion. This is reflected in the 
trade war, sanctions and military operations, 
and by canceling educational and cultural 
exchanges and any attention or coverage on 
any level of China’s accomplishments. In 
retrospect, it is hardly surprising it extends to 
blocking books and topics of discussion.
     Many important chapters in this anthology 
were written in March, April, and May of 2020 
as the full impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 
hit the U.S., and people were actively looking 
for answers and asking questions.
     The questions working people worldwide 
started asking sent U.S. media outlets and 
private corporate platforms into a wall of 
censorship and political repression. Why 
has China done so much better in containing 
COVID-19 and saving lives? The answer 
corporate media gave was an onslaught of 
racist and imperialist attacks against China 
including claims of dishonesty, brutality and 
suppression of information. Several major news 

sources even went so far as to accuse China of 
manufacturing the virus. Any evidence contrary 
to the corporate narrative was thoroughly 
suppressed.
     This book was written by people around the 
world and edited by a U.S. activist and a Chinese 
activist. The evidence and data available 
provide a very different answer from that given 
the corporate media. China contained the virus 
because their free medical care and planned 
economic system is science based and intensely 
cooperative. By every statistic, countries 
building socialism did far better in combating 
the virus — Cuba, China, Laos, Vietnam and 
North Korea, to name a few. We hope you read 
this book and explore the reasons why China 
and other countries building socialism did far 
better than the capitalist world did.
Change Links note: We published an article 
comparing US and China responses to COVID 
by Lee Siu Hin, a co-editor of this volume. 
You can read it here: https://change-links.org/
chernobyl-usa-why-the-us-failed-miserably-in-
fighting-covid-19/
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the U.S. of aggression and ordered it to pay 
reparations to Nicaragua in 1986.

5)  Back South Korean President Moon’s 
diplomacy for a “permanent peace regime” 
in Korea.
     President-elect Biden has reportedly agreed to 
meet South Korea’s President Moon Jae-in soon 
after he is sworn in. Trump’s failure to provide 
sanctions relief and explicit security guarantees 
to North Korea doomed his diplomacy and 
became an obstacle to the diplomatic process 
under way between Korean presidents Moon 
and Kim. 
     The Biden administration must start 
negotiating a peace agreement to formally 
end the Korean war, and initiate confidence-
building measures such as opening liaison 
offices, easing sanctions, facilitating reunions 
between Korean-American and North Korean 
families and halting U.S.-South Korea military 
exercises. Negotiations must involve concrete 
commitments to non-aggression from the U.S. 
side to pave the way for a denuclearized Korean 
Peninsula and the reconciliation that so many 
Koreans desire--and deserve. 

6)  Renew New START with Russia and 
freeze the U.S.’s trillion-dollar new nuke 
plan.
      Biden can end Trump’s dangerous game 
of brinksmanship on Day One and commit to 
renewing Obama’s New START Treaty with 
Russia, which freezes both countries’ nuclear 
arsenals at 1,550 deployed warheads each. 
He can also freeze Obama and Trump’s plan 
to spend more than a trillion dollars on a new 
generation of U.S. nuclear weapons.
     Biden should also adopt a long overdue “no 
first use” nuclear weapons policy, but most 
of the world is ready to go much further. In 
2017, 122 countries voted for the Treaty on the 
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW) at 
the UN General Assembly. None of the current 
nuclear weapons states voted for or against the 
treaty, essentially pretending to ignore it. On 
October 24, 2020, Honduras became the 50th 
country to ratify the treaty, which will now go 
into effect on January 22, 2021. 
     So, here is a visionary challenge for President 
Biden for that day, his second full day in office: 
Invite the leaders of each of the other eight 
nuclear weapons states to a conference to 
negotiate how all nine nuclear weapons states 
will sign onto the TPNW, eliminate their nuclear 
weapons and remove this existential danger 
hanging over every human being on Earth.

7)  Lift illegal unilateral U.S. sanctions 
against other countries.
     Economic sanctions imposed by the UN 
Security Council are generally considered legal 

under international law, and require action by 
the Security Council to impose or lift them. 
But unilateral economic sanctions that deprive 
ordinary people of necessities like food and 
medicine are illegal and cause grave harm to 
innocent citizens. 
      U.S. sanctions on countries like Iran, 
Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua, North Korea and 
Syria are a form of economic warfare. UN 
special rapporteurs have condemned them as 
crimes against humanity and compared them to 
medieval sieges. Since most of these sanctions 
were imposed by executive order, President 
Biden can lift them the same way on Day One. 
     In the longer term, unilateral sanctions 
that affect an entire population are a form of 
coercion, like military intervention, coups 
and covert operations, that have no place in a 
legitimate foreign policy based on diplomacy, 
the rule of law and the peaceful resolution of 
disputes. 

8)  Roll back Trump policies on Cuba and 
move to normalize relations
     Over the past four years, the Trump 
administration overturned the progress towards 
normal relations made by President Obama, 
sanctioning Cuba’s tourism and energy 
industries, blocking coronavirus aid shipments, 
restricting remittances to family members 
and sabotaging Cuba’s international medical 
missions, which are a major source of income 
for its health system. 
     President Biden should start working with 
the Cuban government to allow the return of 
diplomats to their respective embassies, lift 
all restrictions on remittances, remove Cuba 
from the list of countries that are not U.S. 
partners against terrorism, cancel the portion 
of the Helms Burton Act (Title III) that allows 
Americans to sue companies that use property 
seized by the Cuban government 60 years ago, 
and collaborate with Cuban health professionals 
in the fight against COVID-19.
     These measures would mark a down payment 
on a new era of diplomacy and cooperation, as 
long as they don’t fall victim to crass attempts 
to gain conservative Cuban-American votes in 
the next election, which Biden and politicians 
of both parties should commit to resisting.

9)  Restore pre-2015 rules of engagement to 
spare civilian lives.
     In the fall of 2015, as U.S. forces escalated 
their bombing of ISIS targets in Iraq and Syria 
to over 100 bomb and missile strikes per day, 
the Obama administration loosened military 
rules of engagement to let U.S. commanders 
in the Middle East order airstrikes that were 
expected to kill up to 10 civilians without prior 
approval from Washington. Trump reportedly 
loosened the rules even further, but details were 
not made public. Iraqi Kurdish intelligence 
reports counted 40,000 civilians killed in the 

Foreign Policy Fiascos
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     In 2017, tribal leaders from across the US passed NCAI Resolution MOH-17-053 to formally support the Paris Climate Agreement. 
In furtherance of that resolution, earlier this year, NCAI joined more than 3,900 federal, state, and local climate leaders in signing the 
“We Are Still In” Declaration. The We Are Still In movement is the largest American coalition in support of climate action in history. 
Its signatories come from all 50 states and represent more than half of the U.S. population, nearly two-thirds of its economy, and more 
than half of the country’s emissions. It is are backed by over two-thirds of U.S. citizens, who have consistently supported the country’s 
participation in the Paris Agreement.
     In addition, NCAI also established its Climate Action Task Force in 2018 to identify and advocate for the policies and funding 
necessary to help tribal nations engage in effective, sustainable climate action, as well as document, inform, and support the climate 
action initiatives of tribal nations and organizations.
     “Indian Country is on the front lines of climate change. Native people disproportionately experience its impacts, from the loss of 
subsistence hunting and fishing ecosystems that nourish our people, to changing weather patterns that harm our traditional plants and 
medicines, to the forced relocation of a growing number of our tribal communities,” NCAI Climate Action Task Force Co-Chairs 
Melanie Bahnke, Beverly Cook, and Leonard Forsman said in a joint statement. “Tribal nations are doing their part to reverse these 
alarming trends before we reach the point of no return, and it is imperative that the United States recommit to doing its part.”
     With the outcome of the U.S. Presidential Election still uncertain, NCAI calls upon the next Administration to immediately rejoin 
the Paris Climate Agreement, and ensure that tribal nations have an equal seat at the national and international climate action tables.
     About the National Congress of American Indians: Founded in 1944, the National Congress of American Indians is the oldest, largest 
and most representative American Indian and Alaska Native organization in the country. NCAI advocates on behalf of tribal governments 
and communities, promoting strong tribal-federal government-to-government policies, and promoting a better understanding among 
the general public regarding American Indian and Alaska Native governments, people and rights. For more information, visit www.
ncai.org.

assault on Mosul alone. Biden can reset these 
rules and start killing fewer civilians on Day 
One.
     But we can avoid these tragic civilian deaths 
altogether by ending these wars. Democrats 
have been critical of Trump’s often ad hoc 
pronouncements about withdrawing U.S. forces 
from Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq and Somalia. 
President Biden now has the chance to truly end 
these wars. He should set a date, no later than 
the end of December 2021, by when all U.S. 
troops will come home from all these combat 
zones. This policy may not be popular among 
war profiteers, but it would certainly be popular 
among Americans across the ideological 
spectrum. 

10)  Freeze U.S. military spending, and 
launch a major initiative to reduce it.
      At the end of the Cold War, former senior 
Pentagon officials told the Senate Budget 
Committee that U.S. military spending could 
safely be cut by half over the next ten years. 
That goal was never achieved, and the promised 
peace dividend gave way to a triumphalist 
“power dividend.” 
     The military-industrial complex exploited 
the crimes of September 11th to justify an 
extraordinary one-sided arms race in which 
the U.S. accounted for 45% of global military 
spending from 2003 to 2011, far outstripping its 
peak Cold War military spending. The military-
industrial complex is counting on Biden to 
escalate a renewed Cold War with Russia 
and China as the only plausible pretext for 
continuing these record military budgets.
     Biden must dial back the conflicts with 
China and Russia, and instead begin the critical 
task of moving money from the Pentagon to 
urgent domestic needs. He should start with 
the 10 percent cut supported this year by 93 
representatives and 23 senators. 
     In the longer term, Biden should look 
for deeper cuts in Pentagon spending, as in 
Representative Barbara Lee’s bill to cut $350 
billion per year from the U.S. military budget, 
approximating the 50% peace dividend we 
were promised after the Cold War and freeing 
up resources we sorely need to invest in 
healthcare, education, clean energy and modern 
infrastructure.
Medea Benjamin is the cofounder of 
CODEPINK for Peace, and the author of 
several books, including Kingdom of the 
Unjust: Behind the US-Saudi Connection 
and Inside Iran: the Real History and 
Politics of the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

Nicolas J. S. Davies is an independent 
journalist, a researcher with CODEPINK, 
and the author of Blood On Our Hands: 
the American Invasion and Destruction of 
Iraq.  

Native Nations Reaffirm Paris Climate Accord

Hello, Fans of the Golden Rule,
This may be one of the easiest steps you can take toward making the world a happier and more “golden-rule-y” place: 

As opportunities arise, creatively use and teach a root word that directly calls for a stop to the most egregious violations 
of The Golden Rule (the type that has triggered nearly 

every major protest in history). One such root word is described at this link:
http://riar.depuzzler.com

An alternative spelling is further described at this link:
http://ryr.depuzzler.com Paid Ad
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propagandized, embracing the illusion that the 
electoral system is not structured and controlled 
to make sure no significant change can occur, 
no matter who is president. It is a sad reality 
promoted as democracy.
     They will prattle on and give all sorts of 
reasons why they voted, and for whom, and 
how if you don’t vote you have no right to bitch, 
and how it’s this sacred right to vote that makes 
democracy great, blah blah blah. It’s all sheer 
nonsense. For the U.S.A. is not a democracy; 
it is an oligarchy run by the wealthy for the 
wealthy.
     This is not a big secret.  Everybody knows 
this is true; knows the electoral system is 
sheer show business with the presidential 
extravaganza drawing the big money from 
corporate lobbyists, investment bankers, credit 
card companies, lawyers, business and hedge 
fund executives, Silicon Valley honchos, think 
tanks, Wall Street gamblers, millionaires, 
billionaires, et. al.  Biden and Trump spent over 
3 billion dollars on the election. They are owned 
by the money people.
     Both are old men with long, shameful  
histories. A quick inquiry will show how the 
rich have profited immensely from their tenures 
in office.  There is not one hint that they could 
change and have a miraculous conversion while 
in future office, like JFK.  Neither has the guts 
or the intelligence.  They are nowhere men who 
fear the fate that John Kennedy faced squarely 
when he turned against the CIA and the war 
machine.  They join the craven company of 
Johnson, Ford, Carter, Reagan G.H.W. Bush, 
Clinton, George W. Bush, and Obama.  They all 
got the message that was sent from the streets of 
Dallas in 1963: You don’t want to die, do you?
     Ask yourself: Has the power of the oligarchic, 
permanent warfare state with its propaganda and 
spy networks, its vast intelligence apparatus, 
increased or decreased in the past half century? 
Who is winning the battle, the people or the 
ruling elites? The answer is obvious.
     It matters not at all whether the president has 
been Trump or Bill Clinton, Ronald Reagan or 
George W. Bush, Barack Obama or George H. 
W. Bush, Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, or Jimmy 
Carter. The power of the national security state 
has grown under them all and everyone is left to 
moan and groan and wonder why.
     All the while, the doll’s house has become 
more and more sophisticated and powerful. It 
is now essentially an electronic prison that is 
being “Built Back Better.” The new Cold War 
now being waged against Russia and China is 
a bi-partisan affair, as is the confidence game 
played by the secret government intended 
to create a fractured consciousness in the 
population through their corporate mass-media 
stenographers. Trump and his followers on one 
side of the coin; liberal Democrats on the other.
     Only those backed by the wealthy power 
brokers get elected in the U.S.A. Then when 
elected, it’s payback time.  Palms are greased.  
Everybody knows this is true. It’s called 
corruption.  So why would anyone, who 
opposes a corrupt political oligarchy, vote, 
unless they were casting a vote of conscience 
for a doomed third-party candidate?
     Leonard Cohen told it true with 
“Everybody Knows”:
    Everybody knows that the dice are 
loaded
    Everybody rolls with their fingers 
crossed
    Everybody knows that the war is 
over
    Everybody knows the good guys 
lost
    Everybody knows the fight was 
fixed
    The poor stay poor, the rich get rich
    That’s how it goes,
    And everybody knows...

Everybody
Knows
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Advertise 
in Change-Links and 

reach 1000s of 
active, socially-

conscious readers 
around Southern 

California.
Contact us for info 

on discount rates for 
multiple ads.

Half-page: $350
1/4 page: $185
1/6 page: $120

Business card: $25

Classified ad: $5 for 
4 lines (1 column wide)

(about 36 words).
$5 requested per 
calendar listing.

Pay to AFGJ/Change-Links

If you like what you’ve read -- 
Subscribe to Change-Links!

Subscriptions finance 
the paper.

Regular subs are $25, Sustainers $50, Low Income $12 a year, 
payable to AFGJ with Change Links in the memo, (we 
cannot process checks made out to “Change Links”) & mail to:

Change Links, PO Box 34236,
Los Angeles CA 90034

Name: _______________________________________

Address: _____________________________________

City: ________________ St: ___ Zip: _____________

Tel:__________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________

Amount enclosed: ______________________________

Thanks! You’ll be glad you did!

CLASSIFIED AD

Tutor in English/ESL,  helps you read, speak, 
write better.  Also, help write & edit/technical/

scientific reports & theses.
Translation from German, Italian, 

Croatian & Portuguese.  
See my  “Professor” ad on CraigsList. 

Call Ivan 310-649-2291 x-2

MOVE TO AMEND Video Resource:
“A Question of Personhood” introduces corporate 

constitutional rights issue and Move to Amend. 
7 min 35 sec Search “Personhood” on youtube.com

Move to Amend Local meeting: Last 
Saturday of the month, 1-3p. Holy 

Grounds Coffee & Tea,  5371 Alhambra 
Ave, LA. 323.255.1279

A Letter-To-The-Editor 
NOT printed by the L.A. Times

     Behind the scenes, in ways I cannot fathom, the LA Times is linked to a 
globalist, pro-capitalist agenda. Despite that, they occasionally do allow for 
alternative points-of-view — sometimes in guest editorials and especially with 
letters-to-the-editor. However, at critical moments, such as the lead-up to the 
2020 election, it appears they have little or no room for alternative points-of-
view.
     This year from the day the Primary elections ended, the Times has been 
promoting one theme, every day: Biden Biden Biden. Joe Biden is, should be, 
will be, and must be the next President of the United States. One of their daily 
pro-Biden articles, published October 20, was entitled, In Biden, a climate ally. 
Democrat would propel the state ’s energy goals. Reporters Evan Halper and 
Anna M. Phillips describe giant batteries for storing solar and wind power, and 
other technologies that a Biden administration will pursue to combat global 
warming. Okay, who can argue with that?
     Here’s what I wrote about it, in a Letter To The Editor which I mailed in on 
October 22. It’s a letter which the LA Times would not print. For your version, 
I added in the sentences about Wisconsin and Peru.
     Re “In Biden, a climate ally,” October 20.
     By promising to pass Comprehensive Immigration Reform, the  Biden 
campaign is on the verge of skyrocketing the U.S. population level toward 400 
million making it nearly impossible for this country to get its environmental 
problems under control. What kind of climate ally is that?! In the State of 
Wisconsin, the Democratic Party went to court to keep the Green Party 
candidates off the ballot, and they succeeded! A climate ally who stifles the 
Green Party?! The party of Biden and Harris consistently votes to renew 
military aid to Colombia — a country where environmental activists, labor 
leaders. and revolutionaries are getting gunned down, almost on a daily basis. 
The Democratic Party also votes each year to renew military aid to Peru 
— where three or possibly four environmental protesters got shot down in 
September 2015. 
      This year Californians have two parties on the ballot with the courage to 
stand up and oppose the environment-destroying world capitalist system: the 
Peace-and-Freedom Party, and the Green Party. These parties strongly oppose 
the imperialist military interventions in Latin America and around the world. 
Unfortunately on the issue of international migration, these two parties make 
the same mistake as the Democrats or sometimes try to outdo the Democrats.
     US revolutionaries should support migration policies that will help people 
cope with the unfair, unequal world of today, while the revolutionary world 
of tomorrow gets on its feet — in countries like Cuba, Nicaragua, Bolivia, 
and now Mexico. We should support migration policies that treat all people 
decently while discouraging continued permanent immigration.
     Revolutionary citizens of he high-paying countries need to make sacrifices, 
to support the changes now underway in revolutionary countries. We need 
to make financial sacrifices to help those countries succeed. That includes 
environmental success!
Steven T. Edinger, Los Angeles
Editor’s reply: While we agree that PFP and the Green Party oppose the environment-
destroying global capitalist system, and Biden doesn’t, Comprehensive Immigration 
Reform is not a threat to the environment, whatever else may be wrong with it. The 
US carbon and generally anti-environment footprint is not based primarily on its 
population, but on its military -- biggest polluter on the planet, including greenhouse 
gases -- and its corporations, including the ones that operate in some of the countries 
you mention, where the environmental costs should be added to the US “ledger”, 
since US investment and capital flight means exporting US pollution and CO2 to other 
countries without diminishing its global impact on heating the planet and its oceans. 
The argument is made that because, per capita, people in the US produce more waste, 
adding population from other countries where they pollute less per capita will increase 
pollution. But poor people anywhere pollute less than wealthy people anywhere. Agreed 
that the US should stop funding repression and exploitation in Mexico, Colombia and 
elsewhere; but ending acceptance of refugees or immigrants cannot be dressed up as 
“environmentalism.” People have migrated from time immemorial and will continue 
to do so, just as butterflies, birds and whales do (and in both, or all, directions). Best 
to work on demilitarizing, decarbonizing and decarcerating the US economy, building 
affordable and environmentally sound housing, and ending US economic predation 
against the rest of the world.

Iran in the Cross-Hairs
© by Eric Walberg - November 28, 2020
https://covertactionmagazine.com/2020/11/28/iran-in-the-crosshairs-tracing-overt-and-covert-
action/ Excerpt
[The assassination of Iran’s top nuclear scientist Mohsen Fakhrizadeh has seriously 
complicated any efforts to normalize relations with Iran under a new Biden 
administration. Walberg contrasts the Republican and Democratic positions toward 
Iran while tracing key historical and recent events all in an effort to provide deeper 
insight into understanding Iran and U.S.-led efforts toward destabilization.—Covert 
Action]
     As bad as they are on other foreign policy issues, the Biden-Harris victory at a 
minimum, (1) brings hope the US will come back into the Joint Comprehensive Plan 
of Action (JCPOA) or 2015 Iran nuclear deal, (2) mitigates the danger of war, and (3) 
could lead to the reduction or ending of sanctions. However, the recent assassination 
of Prof. Fakhrizadeh complicates efforts to normalize relations [and there is likely to 
be difficult diplomacy involved in bringing the US and Iran back into the deal]. The 
grounds for optimism center on the fact that there are differences between the Republican 
and Democratic parties with respect to Iran. The Republicans in 2020 maintained 
their position from 2016 that the JCPOA was nonbinding without endorsement by 
two-thirds of the Senate. In their assessment, the JCPOA had emboldened Tehran to 
continue to “sponsor terrorism across the region, develop a nuclear weapon, test-fire 
ballistic missiles inscribed with ‘Death to Israel’ and abuse the basic human rights of 
its citizens.” The Democratic Party platform, by contrast, states that it will “call off the 
Trump administration’s race to war with Iran,” noting that “the United States should 
not impose regime change on other countries” and that the party “reject[s] that as the 
goal of U.S. policy toward Iran.” The platform calls for returning to the 2015 nuclear 
deal with Iran, maintaining that it was “always meant to be the beginning, not the end, 
of our diplomacy with Iran,” and that it “remains the best means to verifiably cut off 
all of Iran’s pathways to a nuclear bomb.” [C-L Note: The article goes on to expose 
contradictions in Biden’s approach but doesn’t address Trump’s push towards open war 
on Iran as his wrecking-crew administration leaves office, a real possibility.]


